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Abstract. Tbe focus of this paper is on trying to answer the question how the 
most promising ICT start-ups are positioned with regard to value creation in 
growing markets. The results of the study show that there are c1early a 
few most promising positions in the value network of emerging 
markets: either an infrastructure or application software supplier, or 
an application service provider. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Plenty of efforts have been paid to understand how start-up companies develop to 
future winners. Research data has often been gathered from individual case 
companies or from small groups of companies. For this reason many of the studies 
have been qualitative in their nature, and have thus tried to generalize fmdings from a 
rather restricted volume ofprimary company-specific data [1-3]. In this study we have 
chosen a different approach as far as the research approach is concemed. We decided 
to use secondary data that has been put forward by market analysis practitioners with 
regard to the industry as a whole, and by individual companies themselves for 
extemal observers. In order to make explicit and understand the positioning of 
companies in value networks, we selected a group of fast growing companies 
suggested as potential winners by business analysts. We analyzed their market 
position using the basic software value network framework proposed by 
Messerschmitt and Szyperski (Iater M-S) [4], to see also ifthis framework can help in 
explaining why certain positions are favored for rapid growth. Tbe companies were 
selected for the study from the Red Herring lists ofthe Top JOO Private Companies 
in North America. The chosen companies are high-tech fmns that can be 
categorized to software or software-intensive product and service companies, as 
weil as to hardware companies, 

In the following we will first discuss the M-S framework that is applied in this 
study. We will then present the data collection principles and analyze the value 
network positions of selected companies, in order to understand why they have sought 
for certain positions. Finally, we will augment the contemporary frameworks based on 
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the results of the analysis, i.e. propose a justified view to winning positions in the 
value network of ernerging markets. 

2. SOFfW ARE BUSINESS ANALYSIS FRAMEWORKS 

Perhaps the most extensive present view to software industry is provided by the 
study ofthe software ecosystem in a treatise by M-S [4]. They present a frarnework 
that describes the value network of the software industry, Figure ]. In this frarnework 
software deveIopment inc1udes eight business functions and their linkages to each 
other to form the overal1 va]ue network. 

Al> iI1ustrated in Figure ], the industry consultant analyzes and conveys the needs 
of a vertical industry segment or horizontal business functions. The business 
consultant spreads these results into practice, when the same or similar applications 
have been addressed in other companies. BasicaI1y the industry consultant focuses on 
the needs of aI1 firms and the business consultant on adapting applications in specific 
firms. 

,.hsnctlorolO"-'c ctev.Iopl1>Ol1' 

Figure I. The Software Value Network Framework [4J 

The applications software developer (ASD) produces the software application. The 
ASD thus tries to maximize its market share by attempting to meet the needs of the 
multiple end-user markets, and emphasizing the company's core competences, such 
as technical and project management skills in software deveIopment. The 
infrastructure software developer (ISD) has knowledge of a wide range of 
applications, requirements and the needs of application developers. The ISD thus 
benefits from the economics of scale from infrastructure related standardization 
processes and outcomes. 

The system and injrastructure integrator (SI) specializes in the provisioning of 
software. It acquires application and infrastructure software from ASD and ISD 
supplier companies, making all the software to work together as weil as installing and 
testing the whole system. The application service provider (ASP) Iicenses and 
operates applications, whereas the injrastructure service provider (IS?) purehases and 
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operates the required software and hardware infrastructures, like computers, operating 
systems, networks and data storages. 

3. PRINCIPLES OF DATA GATHERING AND ANALYSIS 

The D.S. based Red Herring magazine publishes annually a list caIled Red Herring 
100 that features each year's most promising high-tech companies in the article Top 
100 Private Companies in North America. We examined aIl the one hundred 
companies posted to these lists in May 2005 and May 2006, using not only the data 
found in the articIe, but also the information given in the listed companies' web sites. 

We started the analysis by cIassifying the two hundred companies according to the 
value chain framework presented by M-S [4]. First we categorized the empirical data 
coarsely to fall either into the framework or outside of it. From the two analyzed lists 
of 100 companies we found 61, respectively 60 companies to fall inside the 
framework. In a few cases a company could be cIassified in two categories, e.g. 
companies that were both infrastructure developers and infrastructure providers. 
Therefore the total count of businesses summed up over the respective number of 
individual companies. 

The analyzed companies fell in software business categories as shown in Table I. 
One of the immediate findings was that there were no companies belonging in any of 
the two consultant business categories ofthe framework, although [4] see these as an 
integral part of the software value network. This may indicate that to be a notable 
consulting start-up company is not an easy task, especially quaIifying the 
requirements set up by this sampIe group. 

Table 1. Distribution of tbe Data 

2005 Devclopers Sy!lcm Inlege""''' Pro'ideß 
Application Software 11 0 12 

Infrastructure Software 31 0 7 

Total 42 0 19 

2006 D""clopers SyAlem Integrators PrOyide::rf. 

Application Software 10 0 M 

Inf'r"Mtructure Software 31 0 11 

Total 41 U 19 

Table I shows cIearly that businesses focus on the developer side, in particular on 
infrastructure software supply. This indicates that especially infrastructure software 
provisioning businesses are still under development. However, among the data set 
application software provisioning already matches with the level of application 
software development, which may reflect the overall change from shrink-wrapped 
software products to software-as-service type of offerings. 

The most striking finding from the data was that there were absolutely no frrms 
represented in the system integrators' category. Intuitively, this may be due to the 
small size and short existence of the analyzed companies, as system integrator 
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operations demand an established position in the middle of the value network based 
on a wide set ofbusiness relationships and a strong resource base, cf. the analysis of 
system house type software businesses in SaUinen as an example [S}. Yet, the current 
business trends are favoring system integration, as big customer companies are 
concentrating on their core businesses and are more and more reducing the number of 
their direct subcontractors, thus giving space and opportunities for companies that are 
capable to integrate and supply various entities for brand owners [6]. It thus seems 
that system integration business opportunities are not in the focus of or are missed by 
the fast growing start-up companies. 

Among the analyzed data Infrastructure Software Developers (lSD) are represented 
best. One may tbus ask, if growth-seeking software business is more lucrative in the 
infrastructure field. In other words, it seems that there is a large potential for various 
infrastructure related software offerings. On the other band, the supply side mayaIso 
be more interesting for an infrastructure company, because markets are possibly more 
standardized than on tbe Application Software Developer (ASD) side. Tbe ISD 
business may be eitber more lucrative for growth-seeking software start-up companies 
or just 'easier' to enter, compared to ASD business. In any case, the distribution ofthe 
supplier side business categories sbown in Table 1 is interesting, as it indicates that 
tbe "secrets of software success" may after all not stem from tbe classic application 
software product supply position [7]. 

4. PARTNERING AND BUSINESS ROLES IN THE 
DEVELOPER SIDE 

We analyzed the software supplier category more tborougbly in order to find out 
patterns of partnersbip development for value creation among these companies. Our 
aim was to fmd out the "direction of arrows" in the M-S framework, i.e. what is the 
partnering behavior in the supplier and developer side, using the classification shown 
in Table 2. Tbis classification was based on actual findings of the data available on 
each companies own websites, rather than on any pre-conceptualization of tbe types 
of business relationships of software companies. Classifying the data we used the 
membership categorization device -method as described by Silverman [8]. 

4.1 Application Software Developers 

Tbe analyzed data shows a tendency of application software developers to form 
networks with several different partner categories. Tbough, the data varies between 
the analyzed years, but to this may influence the fact that two websites of these 10 
companies (year 2006) lacked totally any information about partnering and one of the 
companies did not have any website at all. In other words, their business relationships 
are created, in terms of tbe M-S framework, borizontally towards service provider 
businesses. On tbe otber band, the figures indicate also clear partnering intention with 
Consultants. Analyzing the information available on the web sites oftbese companies, 
we found out that consulting partners were sought mainly for software selling and 
distribution purposes. 
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Table 2. Partnering Tendency of Application Software Developers (ASD) 

I· v..,. SI i StnIItgIc ! TodlnolorY ' S ... i"""nd : Cbonnd i Consuttinl I ASP 

: parUlCr ' ''''''''' ~, I porII>I:r ! f I I 

I i JIIf1I1Cr I 

6 

I 

II 

10 

This is contrary to the M-S value creation thinking, where consultants are more or 
less seen as knowledge distributors from a specific industry to software supplier and 
system integrator businesses. Therefore, the data indicates that this part of the value 
network is functioning in a reversed direction compared to the M-S framework. 

4.2 Infrastructure Software Developers 
Table 3 shows the respective distribution of partnering tendency among the ISO 

businesses represented in the data. These figures show a c\ear difference compared to 
the partnering tendency of the ASO businesses described in Table 2. The interest of 
ISO businesses is to seek partnering with technology providers, so that such 
relationships can be strategic or operation al in their nature. M-S discuss tbe role of 
technology in software business to some extent, but the data indicates that on the 
supplier side tbe importance of technology-driven business relationships is very high 
indeed. Therefore, tbe lower left-hand corner (Figure 1.) of tbe basic software value 
network should be expanded to describe the role of strategic and operational 
technology suppliers, too, especially for the needs ofISO businesses. 

Table 3. Partnering Tendency of Infrastructure Software Developers (ISD) 

v_ sr I StroItSIC rocl>nology S<rtiC< ond llur!ntl COIlSIlltinj; :-1-
........ Pll'1n<r irr\ol<mcntolion """"" 01 

l!!!!2!! C'O!!f!2te5 
200l 12 10 I' 32 31 

2006 10 I~ 31 

ISD businesses have also strong interests in fmding channel partners. This may 
indicate a better possibility, compared to ASD businesses, to seil more standardized 
software products via SI and service provider cbannels. The products tbat ISD 
businesses included in the data offer are mostly network related. 

The above analysis describes networking of ISD businesses with intermediary 
organizations of tbe value network, as described in tbe M-S framework. In other 
words, it supports the idea of coordinated value creation activities spanning from 
suppliers via integration and service provisioning to end-customers. However, most of 
the studied ISD businesses have relationships directly with end-customers, too. 
Altogether 28 businesses had direct sales (year 2005) operations (90%) and 5 ofthese 
businesses practiced also Web-based sales. This behavior may be due to the small size 
and emergent stage of the businesses. On the other hand, it can also indicate the 
irnportance of being able to short-circuit the value network by having direct access to 
end-customers, keeping in mind that one of the most fundamental aspects of software 
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business is a tendency of winning companies to gather most of the customers in a 
specific market [7). The rapidly growing ISD start-ups that are conceptually located 
farthest away from the end-customers in the value network, may this way seek for 
ensuring their future market position. 

5. TOW ARDS AN EXTENDED SOFfWARE VALUE 
NETWORK 

In the analyzed context three main types of businesses ex ist: development, 
integration, and provisioning. The M-S framework illustrates weil the relationships 
between these types ofbusinesses. However, based on the analyzed data we were able 
to identify several interesting features that are not found in the aforesaid framework, 
as the reallife operates differently from a conceptual framework, Figure 2. 

, _ ... 
-----

, , 

{I 
I --....... iudo. 

Figure 2. Landscape of tbe Most Promising Higb-tecb Companies 

The four main fmdings are as folIows: 
I) Value network short-circuits. In 90% ofthe analyzed cases the value network is 

short-circuited between the software developers (ASD or ISD) and the end-users 
(customers). 

2) The different role of consultants. The consultants did not only act as information 
relaying actors from customers towards developers, instead the ISD and especially 
ASD businesses used consultants as their promotion charmel towards end-customers. 

3) Lack of system integrator businesses among these start-ups. 
4) The HW deveJoping fmns belong organically to the ecosystem and have an 

important role especially for ISD businesses. 
Figure 2 shows the value creation landscape derived from the data. In the figure we 

have depicted only those actors that emerge as the most interesting elements or 
partners, ref. Table 2 and Table 3. Next, we will discuss the four main fmdings. 
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5.1 Sbort-circuiting 

With the term short-circuiting we mean the information and process flow for end
user access, contrary to the M-S framework. The empirical data shows c1early ISD 
and ASD types of companies had established or were interested to develop their 
cooperation directly with end-user organizations, without relying solelyon different 
kinds of channel partners. This way of action may originate from several reasons that 
occur during the evolution and growth ofthe developer type firms in question: 

- The deveJopers have not yet established any extensive supply channel network or 
are under their way of building this. 

- The firms have leamed in the past to operate using direct end-user contacts, as in 
the early stages of development there have been only a few customers and interaction 
with them is economical and controllable. 

- Some of the analyzed frrms run this business also using the Internet that may 
indicate a new way of getting end-users involved. 

Internet can also be used as a complementing sales channeJ or the companies can 
use it as their main channel especially when they are searching international 
customers [9]. This development can be justified also by the fact that firms interacting 
directly with their end-users secure continuous and current feedback concerning their 
product deveJopment and innovations in the market. This gives a better visibility to 
start-ups that operate with their own brand name instead being hidden behind 
partners. However, in the future problems can emerge for these companies, because 
when their business evolves, they must growingly trust on channel partners in order to 
attain larger markets. 

5.2 Tbe Role of Consultants 

Short-circuiting can be also found between consultants and ASD and ISD 
businesses, as these firms use relationships to an opposite direction compared to the 
M-S framework. Information is not flowing from the industrial and business 
consultants to developer frrms. Instead, according to our fmdings, the flow of 
information and relationships (or aspirations towards relationships) between ASD or 
ISD frrms and consultants are established in order to use the latter as new business 
lead fmders and promotional partners. 

This phenomenon gains strength, when "moving up" in the value network from 
HW -D to ISD and ASD, i.e. consultants are most useful for frrms that operate in or 
with the application environment. Hardware frrms do not need consultants, they know 
what they need and are buying, but this is not the case with software. It mayaIso be 
the case that product needs and possibilities are unclear between software provider 
companies and end-users, and thus they need intermediate actors that can facilitate 
and communicate the needs of both sides. Consultants operate thus in several 
capacities: lead fmders, implementators and information distributors. 

5.3 Tbe Role of System Integrators 
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Davies [10] emphasizes that "Recent literature on business strategy argues that 
finns should concentrate less on making stand-alone physical products and more on 
delivering high-value services and customer-focused solutions". He further argues 
that new successful businesses are "built on new forms ofvertical integration". 

From this standpoint the observed lack of the SIs in the analyzed group of fmns 
was a surprise. There may be several reasons for this, though. As being an SI finn, the 
company must have a wide-ranging knowledge base, enough own resources, as weil 
as an extensive complementing partner network. This is sei dom the case for a new 
start-np. On the contrary, it may have difficulties to convince a bigger company ofits 
resourees and integration capabilities that are a strategie issue for the customer. The 
occurrence of SIs can also depend on the maturity and competition level of the 
industry in question [11]. This is again a question of when and how SIs start to 
develop, i.e. when the industry is mature enough to support SIs in the value network. 

According to our former studies on the Finnish software industry, the most 
prornising stage in technology lifecycle to establish integration business is when the 
secondary or customer industry is in a turning point, just before a steady state of the 
industry development [12]. At this tuming point key business processes, core 
technologies and system interfaces have typically been standardized, industry 
segments' have become rather homogenous and markets grown, and thereby enough 
room for integration business has been created. Later on, during a steady state, the 
customer industry has typically reached a technologically mature phase, the markets 
have been divided among big actors, and system supply and integration networks 
have been optirnized. 

5.4 The Role of Hardware Developers 

The hardware development business in the left hand lower corner ofFigure 2 is an 
interesting element not only in relation to software businesses, but also because it has 
contacts inside the business branch. In other words, HW-D firms earry out businesses 
between themselves. Thus, some ofthese companies playa developer's role and other 
a system integrator's role. Especially ISD and HW-D partners (technology or 
strategie) are typieally hardware, software, Internet, and networking eompanies, and 
aet at the same time as developers and eustomers. 

HW-D firms were not in our main focus in this study, but it is clear that they would 
deserve aseparate in-depth analysis, referring to the kind of research work that has 
been done for introdueing M-S type of value-ereating framework. The reason is that, 
as opposed to being far away from rapidly growing software businesses, HW-D 
eompanies seem to play an important role in the overall ICT value ereating system. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

OUT foeus in this paper was to answer the question how the most promising ICT 
start-ups are positioned with regard to value ereation in growing markets. In 
partieular, we were interested in why these eompanies are obviously able to position 
themselves better in the value network in terms of the evolving market than their 
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competitors. In order to understand this we selected a group of top-ranked companies 
and analyzed them using the software value network framework proposed by 
Messerschmitt and Szyperski. We found it to fit weil with the reality, but at the same 
time to be somewhat too robust to describe the entire leT industry ecosystem as a 
whole. We found the following major proposals to improve the framework: 

a) Hardware producing companies should be integrated in the framework, in order 
to reflect more holistically the software and hardware business interplay and 
dependency from each other. 

b) The framework should also describe how companies establish and maintain 
relationships with other companies in direct ways, without making use of any 
middlemen. 

c) Tbe analyzed companies use consultants in a different way than what is 
proposed in the framework, as many companies have established or sought for 
relationships with consultants as business lead hunters and sales force. 

In real Iife the HW-D businesses form an essential element in ISD business 
development, because ISD businesses typically build their infrastructure software 
innovations, development, and usage opportunities on advance knowledge of 
hardware innovations. Thus, the e10ser the cooperation with technology innovators 
and hardware developers, the better business opportunities and possibilities to grow 
and succeed in competition. 

In our analysis of ISD businesses we found that they characteristically establish 
direct relationships with end-user organizations. Tbis may be due to the fact that the 
companies are young frrms that have started their business with direct customer 
contacts, and only later extend their business relationships to inelude intermediaries in 
customer interfaces. Tbe need for fast and direct feedback and ideas from customers 
is obviously a stronger value creating force for start-ups than a well-organized and 
orchestrated distribution channel. Moreover, companies that are positioned in this 
way in the value network make heavily use of business consultants, but not in the 
way that M-S have proposed. In Figure 2, it is shown how ASD businesses approach 
end-user organizations directly, whereas consultants can be seen operating in both 
directions. From end-users they give feedback, market information, and technology 
development information to ASD businesses. On the other hand they represent ASD 
businesses as a marketing and sales channel, thus forming another distribution 
channel for ASD businesses than Sls and service provisioning companies. Yet, ASD 
businesses cooperate with technology partners and service and implementation 
partners, too. ISD businesses also benefit from technology and strategie partners, and 
approach directJy end-user organizations. Tbey seek for networking with consultants, 
not for acquiring market needs information, but for using them as selling partners and 
new business opportunities trackers. 

Finally, the results of the study show that there are c1early a few most 
promising positions in the value network of emerging markets: either an 
infrastructure software developer or application software developer, or an 
application service provider. According to OUT fmdings based on the Red Herring 
J 00 companies start-up companies have understood the demands of business, as they 
are very relationship-minded in order to grow their businesses as fast as possible in 
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highly volatile and rapidly emerging markets. The partnering tendency strengthens 
their internal knowledge base and reduces business risks. 

From all the analyzed business categories we fmmd infrastructure software 
developers (ISD) to be the most promising business category 1hat has 1he best 
potential to grow rapidly. Furthermore, an interesting aspect among 1he analyzed 
start-ups was 1he total lack of system integrator (SI) companies, even 1hough 1his line 
ofbusiness has a strong potential for future growth - as weil illustrated by 1he world's 
biggest leT companies. 
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